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As excited as we are about what the promise the
summer of 2012 holds — with an America’s Cup
World Series and Tall Ships Festival already looming
large on the schedule — the threat of something less
As excited as we are about what the promise the
exciting also looms over the festivities: traffic jams.
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of 2012 holds — with an America’s Cup
Couple that with parking headaches, and the prospect
of tens of thousands of people descending on Aquid-World Series and Tall Ships Festival already looming
neck Island can send chills up the spine of most locallarge on the schedule — the threat of something less
exciting also looms over the festivities: traffic jams.
residents.
Assuredly, the island has
hosted such large-scale affairs
before, most recently the last
Tall Ships Festival in 2007, and
before that, the 2006 U.S.
Women’s Open.
That means a blueprint of
sorts involving satellite parking, shuttle transportation and
traffic control already is in
place.
That alone has come a long
way since the Fourth of July in
2004, when a visit from the
Queen Mary II luxury cruise
liner — and an accompanying
$20,000 boost to the fireworks
budget — attracted an estimated 200,000 people to Newport,
resulting in the worst gridlock
in decades.
The
city
immediately
rebounded with a parking and
traffic plan for the Tall Ships
visit that followed about a week
later, and has been refining the
plans — with assistance from
neighboring communities, the
state and even the National
Guard — ever since.
“Since the fiasco with the
Fourth of July fireworks in
2004, people have been complaining about what we’re going
to do about traffic here on the
island,” said Tina Dolen, executive director of the Aquidneck
Island Planning Commission.
“It’s something we’re getting
better at, but we can still do
more.”
In fact, the regional planning
commission is hoping to augment traffic management for
upcoming large-scale events —
as well as minimize the impact
of road work and motor-vehicle
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Military still needs
to improve respect
When the USS Oak Hill
pulled into its Virginia port
recently after a three-month
deployment, the sailor who
stepped off and bestowed the
customary first homecoming
kiss on a waiting loved one

Robert Ariail � Spartanburg (S.C.) Herald-Journal
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